Airspace classification review
Consultation questions

Identify up to two volumes of airspace that you are familiar with and where amendments to current structures and access arrangements should be considered.

- Airfield control zone: *(i.e. name the airport nearby)*
- Flight Level: *(i.e. FL60)*
- Area that is underused: *(i.e. north-west area)*
- Is there a particular time when the classification could be amended? *(i.e. 11am at weekends)*
- Which diagram in our evidence base shows the area? *(i.e. central, summer, FL60, 11am, weekend)*

What is your rationale? Please share any evidence you have about the opportunity.

Please consider:

- Your concerns with the airspace classification, and how amendments could address these.
- Would the amendment be permanent, seasonal or other?
- Potential benefits and potential dis-benefits of the amendment.
- Any existing local arrangements (such as Letters of Agreement) that could be developed further?

Do you have a preferred solution?

- Change the size of the controlled airspace
- Change the classification
- Make the classification flexible i.e. only apply at particular times
- Other – please explain…

Please share any general comments you have on the review and project.